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Text Files

I So far, most of our programs have retrieved data from the
keyboard and written data to standard output

I Through our media module, we have also loaded picture and
sound files

I Here, we will deal with the simplest types of files: text files!

I Text files can be used to retrieve data from disc, store settings
or user information, save and load text documents, etc.



Opening Files

I To open a file in Python, we use the open function

I Syntax: open (filename, mode)

I filename is a string indicating which file to open

I mode is the string ’r’ to open the file for reading, ’w’ to
open the file for writing, or ’a’ to open the file for
appending. No mode = ’r’

I The difference between ’w’ and ’a’ is that ’w’ erases any
previous file contents — careful!

I open gives us a file object, with lots of methods we can use to
operate on the file



Reading Files (foxfur.txt)

I To read the next line of text, we can use the readline
method

I It reads a line of text (including trailing newline), or returns an
empty string if there is nothing more to read

I The read method reads the entire file all at once, returning a
string

I read (n) with positive n reads at most n characters

I The readlines method reads the entire file, storing each line
in a list of strings

I readlines (n) with positive n reads lines until
approximately n characters have been read



Reading with a For-Loop

I We can read all lines using a loop, since files are sequences
(just like strings and lists)

I But, the following code double-spaces the output! Let’s fix it

I One newline comes from the line itself; the other comes from
print

f = open (’foxfur.txt’, ’r’)
for line in f:
print line



Reading with a While-Loop

I We can use readline and a while loop to read and print
each line

f = open (’foxfur.txt’, ’r’)
line = f.readline()
while line:
print line
line = f.readline()



Closing Files

I We should execute the close method once we’re finished
processing a file

I This frees resources, flushes file buffers and makes the file
available for other programs

I Once we close a file, all of the methods on the file object fail



Exercise: Lines Starting With

I Let’s write a function that takes a file object f and a string s

I It prints out only those lines in f starting with s



Skipping Headers

I Our foxfur.txt file describes the number of colored fox fur
pelts produced in Hopedale, Labrador, in the years 1834–1842

I It starts with a description line, followed by some comments,
followed by the actual data

I If we want to print only the actual data, we have to skip the
description and comments

I We can do this with two functions

I The first will skip the description and comments, returning
the first line of data (otherwise we lose that line!)

I The second will print all of the data lines



Skipping Headers... (skip header.py)

def skip_header(f):
line = f.readline() # Description
line = f.readline() # Comment line
while line.startswith(’#’ ):
line = f.readline()

return line # actual data

def process_file(f):
line = skip_header(f)
print line.strip() # first line
for line in f:
print line.strip()



Exercise: Smallest Value

I Let’s use what we know so far to write a function that returns
the smallest value in our fox fur data set

I At each line, we should remember what the smallest value is
so far

I When we read the next line, how do we check if it is smaller
than our current smallest?

I But, lines are strings! How do we convert them to integers?



Multi-Field Records

I So far, our records have consisted of one field, each on a
separate line

I Records often have multiple fields, on a single line or spanning
multiple lines

I For example, consider file housing.txt consisting of monthly
housing data for each month of 1983 and 1984 (i.e. 24 lines of
data)

I Each record consists of three fields: monthly housing starts (in
thousands of units), total construction costs (in millions of
dollars), and average interest rate for a new home

I We might like to read this data into three lists, so that we can
do further processing without having to continually reread the
file contents . . .



Multi-field Records... (housing.py)

def read_housing_data(f):
starts = []
contracts = []
rates = []
for line in f:
start, contract, rate = line.split()
starts.append(float(start))
contracts.append(float(contract))
rates.append(float(rate))

return [starts, contracts, rates]



Positional Data (read date data.py)

I The housing data used space delimiters between each piece of
data on a line

I Sometimes, there are no delimiters, but each field is on a fixed
location on a line

I For example, each record for storing a date might be eight
characters long: the first four for the year, the next two for
the month, and the final two for the day (see dates.txt)

def read_date_data (f):
ret = []
for line in f:
year = line[:4]
month = line[4:6]
day = line[6:8]
ret.append ([year, month, day])

return ret



Writing Files (write file.py)

I The write method takes a string and writes it to the file

I If we want to write something other than a string, we can
convert it to a string using the str function

f = open (’test.txt’, ’w’)
f.write (’this is a test’)
f.close()
f = open (’test.txt’, ’r’)
print f.readline().strip()
f.close()



Reading URLs

I We can read webpages much like we’ve been reading local files

I The module urllib contains a function called urlopen that
opens a web page for reading

I It returns a file-like object that you can use exactly as if you
were reading a local file

I For example, let’s write a program that extracts the current
time (in the eastern time zone) from a webpage . . .


